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RDPI’s monthly media monitor is an endeavor to analyze prevalent

media trends in the energy sector in Pakistan, providing an

assessment of what topics receive the highest attention in

newspapers and media outlets. For our analysis, we’ve perused

seven major English daily newspapers namely Dawn,Express

Tribune, Business Recorder, Pakistan Today, The Nation, The

News and the Daily Times, looking for news coverage on coal

related developments, renewable energy, the circular debt crisis in

the electricity and gas sector in the country, energy planning and

climate change related issues. 

For this issue of the monthly media monitor, we’ve analyzed 133

news articles over the period of October and November and have

reached the conclusion that government related news takes up a

majority of the media space given to the energy sector. What was

encouraging however is that media trends seem to be shifting

towards victims of energy policies and consumers too.

Fig 1 above shows the ratio of coverage given to various actors in

the energy sector over the course of these two months.As the chart

points out government related news which mostly revolved around

the call for power sector reforms to resolve the issue of the

burgeoning circular debt in the electricity and gas sector.
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Figure 1.0: % of media coverage given to various stakeholders in the energy sector
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The government was also urged by the World Bank to abandon coal, and make the best out of the

increasingly competitive renewable energy technology that was available to Pakistan. Private developers

and IPPs received 8% of the total coverage, with most of the news in this domain circling around the

renegotiation of power purchase contracts with the IPPs, where the IPPs are currently expressing serious

reservations against the government's suggested methods of settling outstanding dues worth Rs. 400

billion to the power producers. Regulating bodies such as NEPRA and AEDB commanded only 7% of the

news analyzed, with the approval of the Competitive Trading Bilateral Contract Markets mechanism

design by NEPRA being the most prominent announcement in this sector. There has also been talk of

de-regulating and unbundling of the two state-owned gas utilities SSGC and SNGPL, but no decision has

been made on that front so far. Consumer related news was only 4% of the media space, with hikes in gas

tariffs for commercial consumers and relief for Industrial consumers the only major interventions in the

field. Victims of energy policies were also 7% of the news coverage we looked at, with the spotlight being

on a virtual press conference held by ACJCE on the irregularities in the land acquisition process in Thar.

A similar agenda was also taken up by Sindhi nationalists from the Sindhi Hari Tehreek, demanding for

the adoption of a 'people centered' land acquisition and resettlement policy for coal mining and power

plant development in Thar.

A sectoral analysis of different power generation technologies was also carried out, with the bar chart

below showing the results obtained.The news analyzed revealed a lot of op-eds on the potential of

renewable energy in Pakistan, with various authors offering their opinion on the subject. Thar coal

and other coal related developments in Pakistan superseded news coverage of renewables such as

solar, wind and hydro. Thal Nova power plant, a 330 MW, $497 million project under the China

Pakistan economic corridor achieved financial close in October, while mining volumes from Sindh

Engro Coal mines in Thar coal block reached 117 million tonnes. Hydro related development included

the signing of two $1.15 billion worth hydropower projects in KhyberPakhtunkhwa between the

government and the World Bank.


